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Weekly S,llmmer Edition

Ne\N MexiCo

The LOBO will be published
every Thursday until the end
of summer schpo/.

DAILY
Thllrsday, July 24, 1975

Regents Deily Tenure to Professor Mann

After ,being told of the ~ep-ent's ruling by the LOBO
Mann sa1d there would defmttely be an appeal and :sa'id,
"The. Regents have seriously ignored some important
The UNM Regents have denied academic tenure to
points about academic freedom at the Univcrstly that go
Education Professor John StEYphen Mann on the grounds
beyond my case."
·
he vio'la. ted UNM's grading policy but Mann .said the case
Mann's attorney, Gerald llloomfield, said he tiid not
know where be would appeal the case but be did say the
will be appealed outside ofthe University. . .
.. ·
·.In a. 4·1 decision, with Regent Ann ·Jourdan dissen~
American Association of University Professors is one
ting,. th~ Regents said in their ruling issued last night
possibility. .
th!lt ~ann had _''violl:\ted the grading policy of this inThe Regents passed a resolution on February 23, 1973,·
saying Mann should apologh~e to Heady for shouting .at
s~1tut1,on .as . duly promulgated bY the faculty.· T.his
vwlatum Is found to have been a deliberate departure
him. during the faculty meeting. Mann refused to do so
from University policies as regularly adopted ...and for·
saymg he alone was not responsible for th.e outburst and
ming a part of Professor Mann's contract,"
. ·
that he would not take total responsibility,
Professor Mann's conflict with the administration
THE REGENT~ SAID in their ruling tbe'request for
the apology was not "unique" or ;1n individual test of per~
began on ~ov. 30, 1972, when he told UNM F"resident
Heady to "shu~ up" at a faculty meeting where the Viet·,
formance and was not intended to be so,
nam.war' was being' discussed. Mann was recommended
· Cohen said -the Regents' request for an apology
for ten~re by his ~epartment head and the College of
strongly implied that Mann's chances for tenure would
Education but V1ce President Chester Travelstead
be jeopardized if he did not publically apologize.
, d.enied Mann tenure, without notice, because of his acYesterday at the final hearing Travelstead did not
twn at the meeting.
mention the 1972 faculty meeting. He said his request for
MANN BASED MUCH of his defense on the fact that
denial of tenure was based on Mann's ''extreme practice"
. he was not given notice of his dismissal and therefore
in grading.
. denjed the right to prepare an .appeal. .But the Regents
Mann was charged with giving A's to his students
said in their ruling there was no evidence that
without consideration of their work.
Travelstead violated Mann's academic freedom.and that~
Mann became,a faculty member in the fall of 1971.
'\In these . circumstances it does .not . require thaf
ALSO AT YESTERDAY'S me~ting the Regents·
Professor Mann receive written notice that his grading
heard from Ed Coles of the New Mexico Public ln.terest
practices constituted unsatisfactory service."
Research Group (PIRG).
Mann appealed the tenure denial to the Academic
Coles urged the Regents to reconsider their negative
• Freedom and Tenure Committee (AFTC)which found no
vote on PJRG's request for a $2 hike in the student acgrounds for the denial. The Regents sent the case back
tivity fee to finance the group's research into social
to AFTC after an administration appeal for recoil·
problems in the state.
John Stephen Mann
sideration.
· .
· Coles said since PlRG was turned down "there, has'
Sanford Cohen, . chairman .of ·the committee' said
b~en a great,aeal of frustration expressed and we have
THE REGENTS' DECISION yesterda.y spelled the
yesterday b·e could see eases where notice of tenure
tr1ed to take that frustration and put it to work, we feel
of the appeal process for Mann within the univer· we have lived up to our part of the<bargain,'' Coles said.
end
would· not be necessary but he said the case against
sity.
·
Mann was not one of those cases.
·
'1..

By Joaeph M!»nahan
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!/Lecturer Discusses
PEC Lists Possible Fall Coilcerts
Tube,Gauze;Health

...••..,
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... Janis Ian; sometime. next
February for Popejoy
. All concerts are tentative pending a check by PEC of the
availability o[concert facilities.
Kevin Bliss, PEC chairman,
-· La Belle, concert sometime
"the fall looks like it will be
said
in September
excellent.
-- Robin Trower, a November
"We ought to have some fine
data as yet unspecified •
entertainment;"
he said •. 1'The
-- Dave .Mason and J. Geils,
promoters have told me
date stilf undetermided
everyone wi11 be on the road
.. ·······-- ·-----,..,---·····
during the fall, so we should be
able to get the acts people want."
Yesterday_. BUss also responded to rumors that Eric Clapton
bad wanted to play Albuquerque,
but could not due to PEG's
failure to secure the University
Stadium as an outdoor concert
facility.
Bliss said the Clapton concert
"had never been firmly offered",
but "a promoter asked us to see jf
the stadium's available for a
possible concert by him.
·
"We (PEC) met with tttNM}
President Heady and he
•specifically did,n't want us to
have an outdoor concert this
summer," he said. "We won't
press the matter this year, but it
probably will come up again for
-- Weather Report, no date
given
.... Rick Wakeman, Oct. 26 in
Popejoy

The ASUNM Popular. Entertainment Committee (PEC)
yesterday approved several acts
put b~fore it by local concert
promoters including an October 3
Johnson Gym date for Frank
Zappa.
.
Among the other acts given approval were:
. .
-- Herbie Hancock, Sept. 2 in
Popejoy
··~·

"'f

n~xtsummer.H

UNM President Ferrel Heady

Bliss said Heady opposed out·
door concerts at the stadium
because of problems during the
last concert there a year ago.
"He (Heady) did not think we
had any adequate solutions to
those problems," Bliss said.

A Review by Kathy Perovich

When I attend a Lecture Under the Stars I expect to see stars,
and I e,xpect a clearly .enunciati~g speaker. I was disappointed on
both counts at last Monday's Lecture Under the Stars.
.~ain forced the lecture into the SUB ballroom, and Dr.
VJJayendra Pratap's . heavy accent prevented a clear un·
.derstanding of his.subject- "Yoga and Mental Health.''
Dr .. Pratap's . )ecture centered. upon various and sundry
~ethods. of cleamng o~~ one's body. ,He was equipped with such
VISUal atds as a modtfted turkey baster for removing excess
mucus from the nasal passage.
Prata.p was also armed with a tube which he said should be inserted through the. esophagus into the stomach whereupon one
would regurgitate the contents thereof.
Although Pratap. suggested the tube method as the most ef~
ficient means of stomach cleansing, he also provided the audience
with an alternative. Those familiar with fire arms would be able
to spot the ·similarities between Prataps suggestion and the
process used to clean the barrel of a gun.
Moistened gauze is inserted in the same method as the
aforementioned tube. The insertee, taking special care to hold the
. portion. ~f the gauze protruding from his mouth, then slowly
removes1t.
- Still a third. alternative was offered for those with a par·
ticularly "weak stomach.,. This simple process involves the
swal!o.wing of salt" water which will undoubtedly induce
vomtting.
·
Usjng muscle _control. apd water simultaneously, Pratap
provided the audience a VIable method of el~aping out one's
bowels.
·
Since the above was· not visually demonstrated, this reporter is
at a loss for further details. He did suggest .it be done in ac·
cordan.ce with a license physician.
Concerrting this particular cleaning method, Pratap described
the experience as· 11fantastic.u
Following his line oheasoning, one would expect Pratap to ih·
elude cleansingmethods for other orifices of the human anatomy
such as the ears.Such was not the case. That wm ultimately be up
to each individual's imagination· and pain threshold.
·
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SUB Renovation Construction
Slated to ,Begin This December
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By Spsan Walton
Plans for the Student Union
Building (SUB) renovation are in
tho final draft stages with construction tentatively set to begin
befot'o the end of 1975.
"The architect is presently
drawing-up the plans and
specifications," said. Harold
Lavender, vice president for
stu dent and campus affairs.
'l'ho renovation will take part
in three phases, said 'l'om Neff,
chairman of the Union Board.
. "The first stage takes in the
basement and part of the first'
(loor," said Neff. ''Essentially it
will widen the inner part of the
first floor and create a storefront
concept along the west entrance."
.
Lavender said the first stage
will cost about $1.5 million and
the three phases ''will take
several year!!."
"When it'll done it'll be neat,
but until then, student!! will have
to get u11ed to the noi11e of
jackhammers," said Neff.
The game!! area will be open on

Harold Lavender
a limited basis during the
renovation and both the games
area and the crafts area will
remain in the basement after the
renovation.
There will be fast food downstairs and Casa del Sol will be
serving Mexican· food upstairs,
"pretty much the same as
before," said Neff. "But there

·i
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1720 Central SE
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The actual ASUNM committee
0
will form shortly after the start cof the fall semester and is open to •0
all students who are interested "-<
E..
in participating in the evaluation. '<
The committee will be also in; t\:)
terested in faculty input.
!""

.....
(Q

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
No.152
Vo1.78
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01
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Box 20, Unive~·sity P,O,, UNM:
Albu'tllerque, N.M. 87181
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102,277-4202
.

Alan Wilson

the evaluations only the good
ones would," he said,
said
the
Wilson
professor/course
evaluations
filled out at the end of each
semester are departmental efforts, the results of which are
confidential. and used only within
the departments.
"The money (for the project)
has already been set aside," said
Wilson,

The New Mexico Dolly Lobo Is published MondnY through I•'rldnY every
regulnr. week o! the Univcralty year
o.nd weekly durlnR' the summ~r sesaion
by the llcnrd. of StUdent Publlcnt!ons of
the Unlvf;!rsny Qf New Mexico, and Is·
not finnncinliY (Uiaoclnted with UNM,
Second elMs p~tntro .pn,td nt Albuqucr..
<1uc, New Mexico 87181. Subscription.
rntc i.a $10,QO for the n.cn.dcmlc yenr.
The Opinions expressed on the edt ..
torlul pug.. of The Dnlly Lobo nrc
thOI!c or the nuthor solely. Unsigned
opinion is that of the edUorJnl bonrd
or The Dally Lobo, Nothing printed In

'l1hc Dntly Lobo nt.>ectsn:tiJY re11rcsenta
the views ot the Unlvcn!lty of Now

.Mexico.

Leslie Adonizio of Coral Gables, Florida, has
bought eleven cameras, a watch that tells
the time in eacb and every spiral galazy, and
a sports car that changes color when
pursued; but the only thing that's fun
anymore is his stereo system bought from us.
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"The teacher evaluation will
show up teacher.s that are loose
grader$ and also teachers that
push and challenge students,"
said Santistevan,

locations to
serve you.

Friday Afte_rnoon Special
Delfcious Imported Cheese
And French Bread
For Your Pleasure

,, 'l'• i:ft--••-

8 am to 5 prn
Tuesday-Saturday
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Now there
are two

2120 Central S.E.
243-6954
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Alfred Santistevan
"supply the students with information on what they can expect to get from the professors."
"The evaluations will not
reflect how well.-liked they are,
but how they are as a teacher and
what the students learned," said
Santistevan.
He said the committee will get
permission, "through the proper
channels," and will go into class
rooms duripg the 11th and 12th
week of classes this fall and
distribute questionnaires to the
students to be filled out about
that course's professor.
.
"At the present time the
evaluations will be limited to the
tenured ·faculty," said Santistevan.
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Another teacher evaluation
committee is being formed' to
print information and critiques
on UNM's professors.
Alfred Santistevan, chairman
of the committee to form a
teacher evalu11tion committee
said they plan to have the
' evaluations completed before
pre-registration · for spring
semester 1976, "to help students
decide on classes for that
semester.
"We're looking into the different possible types of teacher
evaluations to find the most effective type for UNM.
"At the present tiine the
evaluations will probably be
limited to the tenured faculty,"
he said,
· ASUNM President Alan
Wilson said, "We expect the
response (to the teacher
t valuation) to be very good from
the students. There may be some
disparity from the faculty."
Santistevan said he hoped the
teacher evaluations would help
make UNM a better institution,
by using student input as a sort
of check and balance.
"The students are evaluated
each semester by grades and
hopefully this will give the
students a metlj.od of evaluating
theil' teachers,'' be said.
Wilson said the evaluation will

Wilson said the evaluations
will have no bearing in the hiring
.or firing of the faculty.
"This is tied in with higher en.·
trance requirements. The faculty
is imposing h!gber entrance
requirements on us, now tht
estudents will be imposing
something on the faculty," said
Wilson. ·
There will be a computerized
print-out ot the students' responses to the questionnaire which
will be put together in the form
of a pamphlet which will include a
critique and a caricature on "a
selection ofthe tenured faculty,"
said Santistevan.
He said there will be no
evaluations of graduate student
instructors or faculty who plan to
leave in a semester.
Some recent attempts to
organize teacher evaluations
have failed. "The (ASUNM)
Senate wouldn't fund the last attempt because they thought the
one before was no good. They
thought it wasn't fair or objective," Santistevan eontinued.
"Hopefully we'll legitimize it.
It will be done in such a way that
the f;~culty will be evenly
evaluated. In the past, the poor
teachers would not participate in
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volunteers was made to help alleviate the problem.
Presently, although some volunteers are working
at Zimmerman, many more are still needed.
"Volunteers are needed and do help greatly after training," Devolder said, "but it's necessary to
have trained personnel supervise them. With the
present shortage in staff, it's difficult to assign a
trained cataloger. However, two catalogers are
currently being hired, and I feel that we could expand the volunteer program in September."
The training that a volunteer receives is invaluable, and can be beneficial in securing a
professional position. Volunteers must work
steadily, however, and be willing to work about 10
hours per week.
"We had a ten year old boy volunteer fol' work,"
Devolder said. "We trained him and be went to
work." And he didn't even have an ID card to use
the library.

Lawford

BLOOD

Contact Peter Comberg
243-5693
no.l17

9

DO YOU NEED

CASH?

By S11san Waltcm
Another teacher evaluation
committee l!! being formed to
print information and critiques

'I

Volunteers Work at Zimmerman:
Catalogue; Shelve Backlog of ~oaks
By Joel White
.
For the last two years, Zimmerman, Parish and
the Fine Arts library staffs have increased the
volume of books and periodicals shelved by 13,000
volumes over fiscal year 72-73. But thousands of
volumes still remain uncatalogued, unshelved and
unavailable for public use.
Arthur Devolder, assistant dean for technical
services at Zimmerman Library, said altboughthe
library's budget has been increased two-and-a-half
times, the staff has only been increased to ten
positions.
"We'.ve nothing to be ashamed of,'' Devolder
said. "Even with the increase in volumes brought
in and a switch-over period to a new system, we
still maintained the same number of new volumes
shelved."
After student concern over the u.nsbelved
volumes was voiced last semester, a request for

Pro.f. Evaluations to Be Compiled ln Fall

Anyone interested in working
in a movie to be filmed in
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

will be more room to eat."·
The plans will "permit easier
access and higher visability ," he
said.
"There will be a rathskeller in
the basement, in the old book
store area, that will be open at
night for students' use," said
Neff.
The Rathskeller will ·have
deli<:atessen style food and hookups for soft drinks and maybe
kegs of beer.
"If we can get 18-year-old
drinking and drinking on campus, we will h;~ve been in the·
Rathskeller. Until then it will
serve Cokes and sandwiches,"
said Neff.
"Most people don't know what
the Union is all about," he said.
"chartered student organizations
can rent the ballroom for $25 for
dances and there are rooms for
meetings that they can use for
free,
Neff said applications for the
Union Board are available in
room 242 ofthe SUB. "The Union
Board gives students a chance to
be a part of the planning.~
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Le~lie J'eportN that hi~ Ad\·entt
Sherwood, Glenburn, Shure
system frmu un1• place is sometimes
th~ only thing that keeps him going.

"I listen to those Advent/2speak·

ers/' he- writeR, uwhich ·coRt me so
little, and lam soemba1·rassed a1
theirsplendidneM and realism !hat
I sometimes think that it would be
nice to send Advent or you more
moncy.But fortunately, music also Now, We've put this really terrific
heals my head so nicely at those
system togeiher around the •
times that e~erythlng comes out all • Advent/2's for only $344 .and if you
right, I'm working on it, hut money don't already own a really good
sti1I means n lot to me/'
stereosyst.em,you'd be crazy not to ~
get the money together in some
Advent, which is helping us pily for legal way and. buy it. Besides the
this ad, informs uo: "We are really
Advent!2's,lt's got a fine_S~erwood

ADVE"T
''
·'

Depend on TSO for prescription eyewear.
· Convenient credit available.

TEXAs STATE OPTICAL
Medicade Patients Welcome

hap)>)' that I.eslit· "1·ote in lik<• that.
We.F~peni t weuty ~·ents ll~nt·ttin~ to
mak~ a sp~aker as gnod as the
Advent/2, which (believe us )is
reallv wonderful, for so little
mon~y,::;o we don't want any thore~cratch for ones we..ve so'ld. Hut we
hope Leslie gets lhe money thing
under control; it's been driving him
craty for )'ears.'l'hank you."

Sherwood

receiver to powe1· the Advent/2's, It.
will receive all the FM and AM sta1ions ~·ou desil·e. We include a Glenb~1rn
automatic tu•·ntabte with a Shure
rartJ•idgc and diamond styllls that
will do good by your l'eCords.,
Don't be· foolish and buy some
chrome phonograph
when for very few dollars more y0 u
could have this system, And don't
go around buyingsuper·fanatic
cameras an~ things until you have
a good sound Jystem like this to
help you see better,
mas.<~·market

Take it from Leslie, who send~ his
best.

Glenburn

Now Only $345.90
Save $100.00 over list, limited quantity
Speakers acoustically perfect
Some with blemished cabinets
Your Campus Sound
Headquarters Since 1949
3011 Monte. Vista NE 255-1694
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Editorial

Governance Struggle

By Calvin Horn

The best way to prevent any type of unity in a group or community is to
pit one faction of the community against another.
We are referring .specifically to the question of 'student rights versus
faculty rights and the interpretation of these rights by the UNM Regents,
In the aforeme~tioned case, the faculty are desperately trying to hold on
to any power or 1nput as far as University policy is concerned, The same
holds true for the students.
•
In th.eyroces~ both stud.ents and faculty are forced to fight for what tittle deciSion makmg power 1s allowed by the Regents. •
An example of this early struggle appeared with the faculty's passage of
higher· entrance requirements.
Very little s.tude_nt_ input went into the general faculty's vote. Students
and a few d1ssat1sfled faculty were later forced to appear before the
Regents and ask !hat they be. allowed to participate in the decision.

.

The Entrance and ~redits Committee recommended once again that the
faculty pass·the requirements. But was this decision made on the basis of
educational quality or as one faculty member put it, "a question of faculty
governance."
The entire situation is best described as pure Insanity. More importantly
it is the insanity of the desperate,
Faculty and students are the groups affected directly by all all decisions,
whether those decisions are handed down by administrators or those appointed by politics, the UNM Board of Regents.
.Th? students and the faculty. are in the process of rewritting their constitUtiOns. However these constitutions must be approved by the Regents.
We can hardly believe this situation can be called "democratic."
•
The faculty and students will only be alldWed those freedoms which the
Regents deem "appropriate."
It is because of situations and institutions similar to UN M that "appropriate freedoms" are the governing laws. And it is because of these
"appropriate freedoms" that injustice and disunity prevail.
This is why civil disobedeince is perhaps'a viable alternative.

Editor's Note: In this edition pf the LOBO there is a response
from Regents President Colvin Horn on tire PIRG issue. We thank
President Horn for being the only Regent to respond and will reply
to his rather lengthy opinion in the next issue.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

GElJR6E,

'Hard Hearted Parking O{ficer'
Editor:
Any student who deposits the
maximum coins for 1 hour in a one·
hour meter must have no alternative but to sweat through class,
hoping that the professor will not
lecture overtime. For should the
professor desire to clarify an extra
.point, add a bit of information that
is necessary, or answer a question,
a hard-hearted parking officer will
be sure to have already left a
parking ticket on the student's windshield. It is exceptionally nervewracking to constantly be forced
to worry about the speedy parking
services personnel who always
seem to be waiting the moment a
red flag appears, ready to cite the
violator.
In my own case, I felt it too rude
to walk out on my professor, who

PIP YOU
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consistently gives us "more for our
money" and makes education
more interesting; much better then
a clock-watcher who ends the lecture at the appropriate time, no
matter whether in mid-sentence or
not. As an out-of-state student I
PCIY fairly high tuition (supposedly
for the entire class period), e~nd
walking out to avoid the inevitable
fine deprives me of the remainder
of the lecture. Parking fines are
quite a price to pay to get a full
education.
Even putting 2 dimes in one-hour
meter will· not save you, as the
meter plainly reads, ''police will not
turn handle". It would certainly be ·
more in the interest of fairness for
those who are "forcibly detained"
in class for a few moments after
their parking meter expires, to have

Vagos Defense Fund

MIS%0

Editor:
On_ June St~, 1974, in Albuquerque, Richard Wayne Greer, upon being
convicted of f~rst degree murder, told the court, "We niay be the kind o
people you don't understand in this town, but you've got the wrong
people, you've got the Wrong people this time."
On April .1, 1~75,_ Judy Weyer, the eye~itness upon whose testimony
the four Cahforma bikers were largely conv1cted, told the .court "I couldn't
hold it inside of me, the lie that I told. I didn't see any of this. 't didn't witness the murder.! made everything up."
.
On April4, 1975, the Detroit News Managing Editor told the Court, "We
set out to see how they could have committed this murder. we went to .
check on their movements and on what they had said, and it checked so
solidly that I cannot see how those (11en could have committed this mur-
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District Judge William Riordan denied the four California men a new
trial because, he said, he did not believe the eyewitness' recantation •.
Attorneys for the four men continue to prepare appeals from their two
Motions for a new trial, while awaiting a New Mexico Supreme Court
,decision in the sppeal from the original trial. Funds are totally depleted:
They must be ra1sed to pay the expenses entailed in preparing these appeals an_d, should the New Mexico Supreme Court give a favorable ruling,
a n!)wtnal.
.
We feel the facts in this case make clear that these men are entitled to a
new trial. For that reason,we do not interpret a contribution to their defense an opinion asJo guilt orinnocence, but a desire to see justice preserved.
You never know when you'll need it.
No contribution is too small: it all adds up.
The Vagos Defense Fund
Bo~40020

Albuquerque. N.M. 87106
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Parking Services implement a
system utilized throughput Los
Angles; there, the officers chalk
mark the tires of violators and
return in 6 minutes to cite those
who still remain violators.
Chalk-marking seems only fair.
Unless, of course, the object of the.
quick fine is to prevent those who
are. one minute late from saving
themselves from fines. In my case,
the meter had expired only three
minutes prior to my .return to the
car; in fact, the meter maid was still
in the near vicinity as I hurried from
the overtime lecture.
If I had been even remotely
aware of the difficulty of obtaining
parking stickers for a "good area",
I might have arrived from out-ofstate earlier.. But, as it happened,
nQ parking· spaces even remotely
contiguous with my classes were
left available. Thus, since I live too
far away to walk or bike, and my
classes are too overlapped to
facilitate parking at any great
distance without being continually
late, I am forced to play meterroulette each day to get to class on
time.
·
Now . that I have received a
citation (which I feel is most unjustified, as do many who receive
similar tickets), and have paid it under protest, I suppose I will have
to sacrifice my professor's feelings,
and walk out earl.y to avoid the
financial downfall caused by
parking tiqkets. Or, perhaps I might
arrive late to class and interrupt the
professor, so as to gain that extra
precious 3 minutes by arriving to
pay my dime a little later? Please
consider this letter a plea for a less
merciless meter fine issuance
system. It is .not intended to ahger
to insult but.to .display a dilemma:
one which is felt increasingly with
the rise in cost of living for all•.
It is perhapS a small price to pay:
a parking fine for a 'good education,
but the money could be put to better use, for learning. Please, fine
the flagrant violators, like non"
handicapped Who park in Han·
dicapped only zone$, and try and
be more easy on the "three-minute
offender". Most of us are just
trying to get an education.
Thanks for listening.
Lori Dee Cohen

.

THERE HAS BEEN severe criticism of the Regents
on the'fr recent action in turning down PIRG. Some
students, including the Lobo st<)ff, have bitterly
denounced the Regents, claiming they (the stucJents)
have tried to work within the existing system and it
has failed them. Some students say their only recourse is protests or civil disobedience. They also claim the
Regents agreed to support PIRG if a student election
approved the imposing of the fee.
I would like to answer these criticisms and also to
point out some of the facts about' the governance of
the University. The laws of New Mexico provide for
the control and management of the University 'by a
board of five Regents. The Regents have delegated
much of their authority to the administration, faculty,
and students. The diffused ;;~uthoritY to govern a
University is now divided four ways: students,. faculty,
administration, and Regents.
Thus students have their own rights and responsibilities under delegated Regent authority. On our
campus student input upon governance is extremely
strong because of maturity of students. The UNM
Regents were one .of the first boards to invite students
to sit with them as advisors·.
SINCE THE ISSUE .of PIRG involves only the
Regents and the students, I shall only briefly mention
and illustrate the delegated authority of the faculty.
Recently the Regents recognized the, concern of·
students and others over the faculty changing University entrance requirements. The Regents requested
the entrance and credits committee of the faculty to
hold public hearings on entrance requirements and
report back to the faculty .. The Regents and students
added to the committee for the hearings were nonvoting guests and not members of the Committee.
This was done to insure the integrity of the faculty
authority over entrance standards. The Regents were
careful not to try to impose their authority over the
rights of the faculty.
The Regents, likewise, have never attempted to
retake their delegated authority from student government. When charges of irregularities or other abuses
have been made, the Regents have not involved
themselves at all in student government. The students
have complete authority in budgeting a quarter of a
million dollars of their own fees. The Regents have ·
never questioned controversial speakers brought to
the campus, or what types of rock concert groups
would use campus facilities, or whether R or X rated
movies were to be shown in the student union. The
public has questioned the Regents many times over
these issues and the Regents have defended the rights
of students to make their decisions.
IN 1971 WHCN the Student Senate voted to ask for
my resignation as a Regent, no one raised a voice as
to their right to make such a motion. When the Lobo
has criticized the Regents and, in my opinion, resorted
to poor journalism in one or two instances, there has
been no criticism from the Regents. The right of
freedom of speech and press is well established on our
campus.
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RECENTLY THE STUDENTS have recommended
to the Regents through students elections that the
Regents modify student fees in three ways: (1) a $2 increase in student fees per semester for the benefit of
PIRG; (2) abolish the mandatory athletic fee by
seeking alternative methods of raising the funds, and
(3) reduce the student activity fee from $12 per
se01ester to fifty cents per semester.
These suggestions are taken very seriously by the
flegents because of their respect for student input; yet
these are, nevertheless, only recommendations to
the Regents. If these votes were mandatory upon the
Regents, we would end up with a $2.50 student fee
with $2 going to PIRG and the fifty cents for all other
student purposes. This, in my opinion, would be absurd and effectively could abolish student govern·
ment, including the Lobo.
There are several facts that I would like to make
concerning the PIRG issue. The Regents have allowed
full discussion and listened to all facts on the merits of
PIRG. The Regents have all been consistent in their
voting on PIRG. The composition of the Regents
changed and that turned the first favorable 3·2 vote
into a negative 3-2 vote. All governments recognize
the altered composition of governmental agencies after new appointments and elections. There never was
a Regents' agreement to vote favorably for PIRG if the
students approved the mandatory funding in an election. I stated, as one Regent, that I would support
PIRG if the students approved it in an election. I, in
turn, voted for it, but this was not binding on other
Regents.
IN CONCLUSION. I want to thank the directors of
PIRG for their conduct in working for a cause they
feel is just. Continue to work for your cause. Any
dignified fact or persuasion will always be listened to
by your Regents. Yet don't attempt to usurp Regent
authority by threats. Don't damage student government and the maturity of our student body by extreme
action. Remember always, working within the system
does not assure you of your way each and every time.
Thanks for listening to me.

While I agree something must be
done about the Regents, I find it
unfortunate that the catalyst must
be PIRG.
,
Yes, I signed the LOBO editorial
and I also signed the original
petitions a year ago. lhe LOBO
editorial was against the Regents,
although P!RG has benefited from
the tacit approval inherent in the
editorial. And I must change my
mind about PIRG since they have
not shown me any reason why they
· .s.hpulf:l. li<lVE!. tn.Y support or money.
'··"·'··~
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People sneered at Regent Jourdan when she said incoming freshmen would have to pay for
something they know nothing
about. This is true, -unless PIRG
plans to send a brochure alon(j with
the registration forms explaining
who they are, what they do and
why the new student should fund
them.
This is something that hasn't
been explained fully to the students
who voted .to tax themselves to
support PIRG either. All we have
heard is that PIR G is on several
pampufleS}'.9}'l!l,s Jhi~ ..~ig coUJ1JfY
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'Tangential Responsibilities'

Bv Alan Wilson
THREE WEEKS AGO I made a statement in this column about the
faculty putting too much emphasis on "tangential respon~ibilities" such as
publishing and research, while not emphasizing "teaching.'' Since then, I
have had to admit that I was unfair to many professors with such a
statement. This unfairness comes not from lack of truth in the statement,
because the situation does exist in too-large-of scale here at UNM, but
from the generalization involved. By speaking of certain parts of the
faculty, I failed to exclude those who use research as an integral part of
their teaching, rather than an end in itself. In essence, I labeled the entire
faculty for the habits of a part.
I have also learned that over-generalization works two ways. Just in the
past few days, I have read two articles (one by Paul Jonas in the LOBO,
and one by Susznne Burkes in the Journal) along with hearing from
numerous parents and alumni, not to mention three legislators, that indicated some misconceptions about the status of student attitude towards
"civil disobedience," specifically on the PIRG issue.
These people, and I believe many others around the state, have
generalized some isolated comments into the decision that students at
UNM are in an uproar and are well on their way towards a student Strike.
This just isn't so.
THE FACTS ARE these. At one unofficial meeting soon after the
Regents' meeting, about 40 persons talked about the defeat of PIRG and
the alternatives at that point. Everything from writing legislators to calling
the Regents individually to student strike was discussed. No consensus
was even neared. (Even as the thought of student strike was talked of,
there were those, including myself, who spoke ~gainst it.) The opinions
that were strongest against the Regents were given predominant coverage
by the Lobo, who also spoke in an editorial about the existence of the
possibility of "civil disobedience.''
These, then, are some things that have bee(l said. However, what has.
.
beendone?
PIRG has maintained contact with the Regents, talking with at least
three since the meeting. They have also initiated and accomplished a large
letter-writing campaign and have had meetings with legislators and the
Governor. Next Tuesday, they are scheduled to speak before the
Legislative University Study Committee. They have indicated to me a
desire to meet with' the Regents and look for some compromise (as have
members of the Regents).
AS UNM HAS BEEN in contact with both f'IRG and the Regnets in an
effort to avoid alienation or answer on the part of either. We. have received
a spot on the agenda at the next regular Regents meeting to broach the
of ours and that it is an offshoot of subject officially, again.
the Nader organization, addressing
Individual Regents have, throughout, been cooperative as far as
themselves to consumer prOblems.
meeting with both PIRG and ASUNM and have shown a strong desire in
But who decides which problem reaching a solution.
is to be addressed? How is that
The point is this: Proper channels are still being used. 'f:here is no
decision to be made? Will action be organization to facilitate a strike. ASUNM has not endorsed, nor has it
taken on individual complaints, or condoned, the thoughts of a strike. PIRG is not'f)Ursuing "civil disobedienwill 10 or 20 or 30 people have to ce." I might suggest that the best way to encourage such a condition,
bring complaints before action is though, would be to generalized isolated talk and apply it to all students.
Maybe, if they feel that is their role, they will try to play it.
•
taken?
Then there is the question of why
I believe that the PlRG issue will be resolved before school event starts
investigations are of off-campus in the faiL Then, I hope, we can begin to discuss the more inherent
problems if the students are to sup- questions that this PIRG question has highlighted. The role of students in
ply most of the money. Why can't the UniversitY is still ambiguous, as are their specific rights and responthere be investigations of where the sibilities as actors in the overall progression of the school. We should be ab
•.,•.• -··· , , ., ~ (g_QitjitJueg,ti}!.PMe I~). [~JQJ11~ve .one m9re.step to.w~r:; definition after the next mon~~,g_r}.yy(!.~.
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Cannot Support PIRG
By Terry England
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The delegated rights and responsibilities of the
students and their government (lre well respected by
the Regents, We ore proud of the maturity of our
students and their ability to govern their affairs. As
long as any of the present Regents have served this
University,,no Regent has attempted to decrease the
authority of students in the governance of our institution. In fact, just the opposite has taken place as
the importance of student government has increased.
The Regents during the terms of present membershave been pleased to defend our students whenever
necessary.
In the governance of the University there is certain
authority and responsibility the Regents have retained
and not delegated. Possibly the primary resppnsibility
of the Regents is their control over the fiscal affairs of
the institution. The Regents' authority to impose fees
on the students is established in the statutes of New
Mexi.co. That responsibility casnnot be shared under
the laws of New Mexico.

Another View of PIRG
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"Big River Boys"
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Blue Grass Music
Central Mall

What Is Over a Foot Long,
Nine Inches Wide and Black?

~

8 p.m.

Jn c~sc of bad W[!ath~"' tha .l~r,h,.tre: will be moved to the Ballroom In the New Mexlto Union

Building. Tiwre Is no admlsfliQn c:hMge. ~nw gencra!publlc_l!i !m1lled.
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Am. Studies Presents Alb. 1940
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ACROSS FROM THE LOBO THEATER

R. C. HALLETT's
WORLD CHAMPION

BICYCLES
Compare:

BERTIN
To PEUGEOT, RALEIGH or any other
make. Designed by and built exclusively for
Dick Hallett to be the finest smoothest riding
bicycle you can buy.

2122 Coal Place S.E.
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Pepino's on Central
Sunday Frizbee Special
Special Beer Outside and Inside
CLEARDITCH RAMBLERS
Tuesday July 39 9:00p.m. Til--I ,
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Meteorite had a very complex
history of formation.
"We don't know exactly how
old the meteorite is, but we do
believe the rock was floating
around in space as a free body for
about '25 million years after
breaking off its parent body,"
Berkley said.
"We know that at one time
Kenna and its parent body were,
probably molten rock. After this
was a solid state during which
time there was exposure to very
temperatures
and
high
pressures," he said.
It was during this phase that
the meteorite must have
received its tectonic imprint, the
same feature we find on rocks
when the Earth's movements and
changes create mountains, the
student scientist said.
"We find rocks like thi.s in the
Sandias and especially the
Sangre de Cristos in northern
New Mexico."
Berkley warned that this
doesn't mean mountains weJ:C
being made on the body from
which the Kenna Meteorite
separated, but that similar internal movements w~ere possible
or caused by outside factors such

as the impact of another
meteorite on the surface.
"The Kenna Meteorite also is
unique because it contains two
different forms of diamonds-the
cubic, the kind worn as jewelry,
and the hexagonal form, which is
called Lonsdaleite," Berkley
said.
"We believe the diamond formed when the meteorite underwent shock processes,
probably when it broke away
from .its parent body, which most
likely was in the asteroid belt
between the orbits of Jupiter and
Mars.''
Berkley reported it was
Alan,ogordo resident Ivan
Wil$.On who discovered this
new.est of New Mexico's
meteorites.
"From what I understand he
was out looking for coins in a
field of volcanic rock," Berkley
said, although Dr. Keil said
Wilson is a veteran meteorite
hound and has found more than
50 of them.
"Mr. Wilson happened to turn
over a rock. It was then that he
noticed its fusion crust, caused
'when the meteorite entered the
Earth's atmosphere," Berkley
said.

Gibson Gospel
Flat Top Guitar
Reg. $599.00
NOW $465.00

Summer Clearanee
Shorts, ·Halters,
Swim Suits,
Dresses, Top~,
Jeans, Pant Suits
From 1/4 to 112 OFF
Sizes 3- 13
cpbone 29S·8664
7202 vUenauQ CBM. JJ. 8.
Hours 10 til 7 & Open til 9 on Thursdays

NMPIRG to Discuss
Fundihg With LUSC ,

(of France)

frnm
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·-· it boosts of sixty bank of- be followed by panel discussions
fices, an increase of 58 from 1940, on issues raised in the presenThe extent of past growth, and tation. '
In keeping with NMHC
the possibility of increasing ex·
guidelines,
the panels INill inpansion for the city in the future,
clude
selected
representatives
are topics which students in
from
the
community,
but will also
American Studies at UNM are
consist of humani,ties scholars in
now hotly debating.
With a grant from the New fields ranging from history and
Mexico Humanities Council politics to literature and
(NMHC) the students (along with philosophy.
The purpose of the project, to
a few UNM faculty members) are
creating "Albuquerque 1940- quote the American Studies
1975: The Human Dimensions of proposal to the NMHC, is "to
Rapid Growth," a program aimed examine the scope of and
humanistic implications of the
at the community at large.
The program will officially phenomenal expansion of the city
begin in September with a series between 1940 and 1975."
Preliminary work on the
of eight town meeting forums to
be held throughout the city. The · presentatiOI)S is already . unmeetings will be open to the derway with screenings of four
public and will include slide media "rehearsals" this summer.
presentations on Albuquerque to The "rehearsals," some of which
have recently been shown, will
be condensed to form an overall
presentation for use in the falL
They cover the topic of growth,
but also touch upon other areas
of concern such ·as . "Neigh- ~
borhoods" and "Local Myths and
Members of the UNM Board of Regents and representatives from Legends."
New Mexico PIRG will meet with the·Legislative University Study
The growth "rehearsal" will be
Committee 'LUSCJ next Tuesday to discuss the recent defeat of shown next Thursday at 1 p.m. in
PIRG's funding plan by the Regents.
the Humanities Building Theatre
Slated to begin at 9:30a.m. in Room 337 of the Statehouse in Santa and all interested individuals
Fe, the meeting will last for two and a hal£ hours, during which period from the University community
the Regents and PIRG will be allowed equal time to present their op- are invited to attend to provide
posing views.
input.
The project also needs input in,
In particular, LUSC will be hearing testimony from the two groups
concerning the Regents' three to two decision to cancel the PIRG fUn· the form of slides and photos
ding plan for UNM undergraduates.
which show Albuquerque's past.
Next Tuesday's L USC meeting will be open to the public. Rides are Thpse wishing to lend materials
available and can be had by contacting members of PIRG at its table can call American Studies at 277in the SUB or by
242-6759, evenings.
3929.

In his fashion of casting
proverbial pearls before the
swine, philosopher Ralph W.
Em'erson once said, "Cities force
growth, and make men talkative
and entertaining, but they make
them artificial."
Albuquerque, the city, is
growing at an alarming rate. In
1940, it covered 11 square miles.
By 1970, its environs surpassed
114 square miles.
Telephone lines connected
111,000 of Ma Bell's babies a few
years ·back. Thirty years ago,
though, that number was no
higher than 11,000.
Other indicators of growth are
equally startling:
··- the city's population is now
over 300,000.
~
---its population of cars stands
at 175,000.

3008 CENTRAL AVE. S.E., ALBUQUERQUE,
N:M. 87106
TELEPHONE 255·3239
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It's about a foot-and·a·half long
and nine inches wide.
It's black and looks like many
rocks in southeastern New
Mexico.
But it's important enough th;it
Jack Berkley, a University of
New Mexico geology Ph.D. can·
didate, will he travf)Jing to Tours,
France, later this month to talk
about it.
In fact, Berkley said, it most
likely will make headlines in the
scientific world.
It is a meteorite found three
years ago near tiny Kenna, N .M .,
in Roosevelt County.
Thus its name-the Kenna
Meteorite.
It's unique for two reasons,
First, said Berkley, it's the first space rock ever to display
characteristics almost identical
to Earth rocks common to moun·
tain-making processes.
Second, .it's one of just a few
meteorites found to co.ntain
diamond.
The scientific world will for·
mally learn about the Kenna
Meteorite when Berkley presents a paper on it at the 38th annual
meeting of the Meteori.tical
Society,
an
international
organization. He was one of
several United States and
European students invited to
make a presentation at the July
28-August 1 meeting in France.
Ber.kley, who has been
studying sections of the
meteorite along with several
other students and Dr. Klaus
Keil, director of the Inst-itute of
Meteor.itics at UNM and a
geology professor, said, "We've
found so many features about it
that are analogous to certain
rocks we find here on Earth."
He said it appears tlm Kenna

Students Celebrate the end of summer school.

If you \Nant it done_ right,
do it yourself!
'londa Civic Sedan

HATCH BACK
SACK

You can
bankonit.
You ca·n depend on a
Honda Civic to be economieal. And it got 41 mpg (or
our ·4-speed according to
EPA lab tests for highway
driving. Low maintenance
costs, too.. Y-ou can ·also
depend on its performance.

Come in for a test dri~e
•nd let us show you •11 its
•dvanrages.$

2649*

*PLUS FRE'IGHT, DEALE'R
PREP, LIC !!< TAX.
Seewhai the world Jscomrna to a!

~lOllill\
a:l)§
1100 R1o Grande. NW ar 1-40
Phone 765-1133

COUGAR SLEEPING BAG

Frostline has easy-to-make, sew-it-yourself
outdoor equipment kits. This is your chance to
build-in quality you won't find ih factory-made
equipmeht and save 30%- 50% of the readymade price.
Frostline kits include everything you M.ed to
make a down sleeping bag. parka, tent,
back pack and more. We even include the
thread! All you heed is a home
sewing machine. With our detailed step·by·step
instructions, even a beginner can make
any of our kits.

We think you'll be amazed

with the quality and prices at Frostline.
We look forward to serving You!

kits

•

ill!lnut.ttain Qt.balrt
6307 Menaul N.E.
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Truncoted Boredwo.lk
Co~tecrt: Joe Walsh & Sugarloaf, 8 p.m., J-Gym.

'
Lecture: Lecture Under the Stars presents Bluegrass Music
Next Monday, Central Mall, 8 p.m.
Opera: "Carmen" is the SFO offering this Friday, 9 p.m. Satur·
day "La Vida Breve" and ''VErdant et Les Sortileges" is the of.
fering at 9 p.m .
Prama: The Old Town Studio will present "The Dairy of Anne
Franke," 'fonight, 'romorrow night, Saturday night at 8 p.m. Sun. day 2 p.m. only,
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2220 Central SE
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
Telephone 266-2424

To UNM Students
With J.D.
Open Saturdays

Magie Theat••e
V andeville Follies
'La C••epe••ie'
F••enela Cuisine

July 26,1975
Dinne~·

mtd Show 7:00 & 10:00 pm

Featuring fire eater,
magic, belly dancing.
Music by Prof. Strom
An Incredible Panorama of Mystifying Experiences.

Produced by Michael Anthony
For reservations Call 266-8222
146 Quincy NE
In the Reception Cemter

La C1·eperie

Hudsonls Audio Center
guarantees to match the
. very lowest locally advertised
price~ on merchandise we stock.
""I

PLUS
In addition to lowest prices
1. Hudson's Audio Center offers a complete service department to service the products they sell.
2. At Hudson's you will find competent sales
people to assist with proper component selection.
3. Hudson's has a wide selection qf name brand
products to chose from.
4. Hudson's has complete comparlsoh facilities to
assist In your selection.
·

Lowest prices ·&
best service
mean you should
shop Hudson's
before you buy.
This weeks EXTRA
Special
Reg; $459.95
Special $35.9.95
Limited to quantity in stock,

The·

incredible
TEAC'ISO.

'Don't Tolk to me. of Violence'
But moke Sure You Feed the Cot

Postet Att
Humanistic

By Jon Bowman
"He put his tongue into my
mouth. He slowly pushed it back
into me as far as it would go,
rolling his tongue along the back
of my teeth and pressing it under
my own tongue. I choked.
!'Hf.l put his finger ... "
Ah yes, the proverbial finger.
And next'! You know what comes
next. Or do you?
The .almost-verbatim quotes
printed above preface the
Bugger City Poverty Players'
latest production, Terence McNally's Sweet Eros, On view
tonight and. tomorrow, the piece
promisesand
deliverssomething 'l!lseen in thl)
deodorized armpit which is loeal
drama. Namely, a refined perversion, owing much to de Sado
and Proust, but more elosely
aligned to a rusty butcher knife
embedded in one's genitalja,
Essentially an Sand M fantasy
for two, it features William
Weldon as the intellectual Ripper
of the duo and Ellen Bierck as his
William Weldon looks for the intestines of God.
. non-speaking female captive.
Bierck is shown first strapped to more important than the action, other, the ethereal- his "silly
a chair, She was put there by though, is the play's dialogue (or bitch"- a dumb partner who
Weldon who spends most of the monologue as some would have groans and fucks, but never
play dumping on her the details it).
speaks.
of ·his wretched past, while
Sweet Eros is not recom"Don't talk to me of violence,"
methodically stripping her bare.
mended for the weak in mind, nor
There was his first romance with
the sound of heart. For us
"the woman who couldn't love."
billious, splenetic souls, though,
There was his next affair in
it comes as a balm of darting
which his mate was hot but he
purifieation, an act whieh treacles
was cool. He left her, we learn,
the dangerous line between
only to have been drawn back to
ritualized, mechanical sex and
their "love nest" ten days later to
the intes4ines of God ..
find her dead- of an overdose- Weldon says. He knows whereof
Also on the bill is Tile Tiger, a
and faceless. It seems the cat got he speaks. Child of Hiroshima, one act play of black humor by
hungry.
taught the trade of seduction by Murray Schisgal. Like Eros, The
Other scenes of sickly sweet- napalm, he is wise in the ways of Tiger explores the symbiotic
ness adorn this off-off Broadway the world. He has met the enemy relationship between the cap·
dissection of modern love and its (himself, to paraphrase Pogo) turer and the captive. "Be less
undercurrents of violence. Even and he must now confront the than you are," the captive one is
told. Unfortunately, Schisgal
The ASUNM·GSA Poetry Series took his protagonist's words to
presents Ned Sublette (pictured heart, producing here a farce of
at left in a recent performance) in some wit, but little merit.
Performances of the two plays
the Humanities Building Theater
on Fri., July 25 at 8:00 pm. Ned (directed by Ralph Adkins) will
Sublette has been working in be held tonight and tomorrow at
performance poetry or speech as 8:15 p.m. in the SUB Theatre.
music, in a compsotion that in· Admission is $1.50 for students
corporates tongue-twisters, and $2 for all other buggers.
mumbling, phonetic retrograde,
instrumental music and cultural
.Q_.,_.
preciosity. The event is ftee and
If~
open to the public.

The ASA Gallery in the SUB is
having an exhibition of Cuban
posters through this Friday,
All of the posters have been
produced since the 19~7 Cuban
socialist
revolution
and
represent the work of over twcn•
ty artists. Be.fore the r(lvolution,
most poster art was confined to
the encouragement of mass con·

•

The Tiger

tn

& Compo.n~:

by

by

Murry Schisgal

Terence McNally

Tonight .& Tomorrow
8:15p.m.
Sub Theater

Ge!leral $2.00
Students $1.50
Recommended for
Mature Audiences

Dirty Little Buggers in Sex Fantasys
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Very Fine
European
Indonesian
Food
Sandwiches
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Panov Pure Glittering Go1d
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By Terry England
Running a review of the San Francisco Ballet next to Bowman's
Bugger City review has got to be the ultimate example of opposites.
Both are legitimate theatre, but one handles the disgusting side of
life head-on while the o.ther is the epitome of grace of beauty.
Understand, I am no expert on ballet. I am not sure I even like it
that much. I wasn't even planning a review, but there's something
there that calls for attention.
The evening started off with the SF Ballet company"doing "Con
Amore," a short ballet about love. It was the first time I had ever
laughed at a ballet, but not because the performers weren't any
_good, but because the ballet was intended to be humorous.
The next part of the program was a performance of "Le Corsair"
by the stars of the production, Valery and Galina Panov. How they
came to be in the United States is a familiar story, which may be one
reason why people were willing to shell out a lot of money to see
them. Another reason is, of course, that the Panovs are some of the
best ballet dancers in the world.
Next on the program was the SF company production of "The
Eternal. Idol." To me, this Was the best ballet oftbe ev.ening; and I'm
saying that at the risk of incuring the wrath of Panov fans.
The number featured two members of the SF ballet company,
Lvnda Meyer and Vane Vest. It was billed as a tribute to Rodin, and
it \;Vas one of those more modern pieces where the movements are
not just there for looks, but have a definite purpose in the dance as a
whole. With the lighting and the costumes, "Idol" had a liquid
quality that made it one of the most popular productions of the
evening.
.
The Panovs came back . after that for "The Lady and the
Hooligan." SF company finished the eVening with "Symphony inC,''
one of those dance excercises that make ballet boring.
The Panov.s were what the people came to·see, despite all the eonfusion about their appearance. The program had been changed to
the disappointment of some, but the Panovs overcame that feeling
with a dazzling display of their talent.
Speculation was rife about the reasons for the changes, including
everything from the altitude to artistic license. But the program is
said to h:we been changed in Austin, Texas, and the third appearance listed on the program was a mistake..

.(,

sumption of a variety of North
American products; exemplified
best by the ubiquitous Coca Cola
signs.
·
The Cuban posters on display
exhibit a sharp turn from the prerevolutionary
works,
The
monotonous message of com·
modity consumption has been
replaced by themes aimed at sup·
port for progressive struggles
across
the
world,
the
popularization of revolutionary
events
and
heroes,
advertisements for cultural events
and prQgrams of the Cuban
government.
The technical skill displayed in
the Cuban posters matches that
exemplified by the most
technically advanced countries.
In addition, the visual or artistic
aspects of• the posters approaches virtuosity. The blend of
creative visual techniques in a
simple and direct way with nondogmatic, humanisitic and
revolutionary content practically
demands attention and ad·
miration from anyone viewing
the posters.

•

Expansion Sale I
NOW Many items are
reduced to make way for
our new Merchandjse
!>

·sweet Eros

~ '

flour> Dailv/ II am to 12 :un
Tclcpho;1c 765-5671 .
1600 Central SE

Valery & Galina P.anov

ASUNM & PEC Presents
the

-Bugger C~ty Poverty Players

'10

Reasonable Prices

VoJer~, Galina
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-the General Store
/

lll Harvard SE

FRESHPERSONS!
.

HERE' IS YOUR CHANCE
FOR A small CLASS
G.S. 111 Freshman General
Studies Seminar (3)
''

Broad general reading and class
discussion for freshmen, with senior
honors
students
acting
as
discussion leaders under fae:::ulty
direction.
These 3-hour seminars, limited to 10 freshpersons each, are open to aJt first year students.
They will fulfill part of the ,course requirements
for students who later enroll in the General
Honors Program. They are NOT English courses.

.
There are 13 sections offered. Class cards will be available
at summer walk-through registrations and at regular walk·
through registration. Below is the schedule for Fall semester,
1975:

'

d.s.111 oot Friday, 11:30-1:20 p.m. · Humanities 152.
G.S. 111 002. Wednesday, 12:30-2:20 p.m. Humanities 134.
G.S. 111 003. Wednesday, 7.:00-8;50 p.m. Humanities 144..
G.S. 111 004.
G.S. 111 005.
G.S. 111 006.
G.S. 111 007.
G.S. 111 008.
G.S. 111 009.
G.S. 111 010.

G.s. 111 on.

G.S. 111 012.
G.S. 111 013.

Tuesday, 12:30-2:20 p.m. Humanities 144.
Thursday, 3:30·5:20 p.m. Humanities 144.
Thursday, 2:00-3:50 p.m. Humanities148.
Tuesday, 2:00-3:50 p.m. Humanities 134.
Thursday, 5:30-7:20 p.m. Humanities 152.
Monday, 2:304:20 p.m. Humanities 152.
Monday, 12:30,2:20 p.m. Humanities 144.
Wednesday,10:30-12:20 p.m. Humanities 148.
Monday, 7:3b-9:20 p.m. Humanities 134.
Monday, 1:30·3:20 p.rtr. Humanities 148.

Descriptions of the courses, with book lists, are available at
the General Studies table at registration and at the Honors
Cen:er (ground floor, west wing, Humanities building).
Sophomore General Studies seminars are also available for
returning andtransfer students. Come to the General Studies
table or Jhe Honors Center for schedule and de~criptions.
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By Jo Lope~
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Pro Hockey is coming back to
Albuquerque, and it ·may be
~ UNM. students who will star for
.....
ol
A the new Albuquerque Crusaders.
The Crusaders of-- the newly·
0
....."' formed Southwest Hockey
:<
League are a welcome a.dditio11 to
~ Albuquerque's sports world after
~
the disbandment of the
Q)
Albuquerque Six Guns of the
0 Ce11tral Hockey lellgue a year ago
The Southwest Hockey
Q)
'"blJ
"' League has a different twist: It's
ol
p.. a pro-development league, but
it's pro-development in a way
beside hockey, The requirements
of the league involve. the
educational or vocational furtherment of the athletes beside
their getting the oppohunity to
play hockey a11d possible move on
to bigger hockey league.
THE LEAGUE gives athletes
who have played hockey, (pro,
semi-pro, or amateur) a chance to
play professional hockey and bet·
tor themselves as a hockey
player, and also to prepare them
for another profession in the
event they don't make it in
professional hockey or an injury
ruins their career as a pro h(lckey
player.
"It's for young men who want a
choice, and not to just take a
chance," said Bing Juckes, vice·
president of the Southwest
Hockey League and one of the
fQunders of the league.
Juckes and Ralph, Englestad,
President of the League, had the
idea for an educational aspect to
a league and after three years of
planning, have put one together.
THE LEAGUE will conduct
four tryout camps in early
August for applicants who are
must, as stated in a player
questionnaire, have "played
hockey previously for Tier .1,
Tier 2, junior hockey, or college
hockey in either Canada, or the
United States." It also requires
that they have finished high
school and "maintained scholastic
'
records high enough for
qualification to a college institution." They must also be 18·
23 years of age;
.
The players that' make the
league will be drafted by one of
the league's teams, and then
enrolled in an academic or
vocational institution of that
team's city. The
Will
all tuition and
~-

''

room and board for the athletes
plus providing him with a $60
mo11thly allowance.
THJS ATHLETIC scholarship
is renewable as lo11g as the
athlete is able to remai11 in school
and continue to play hockeY,.
· Dick Rogers of Financial Services, Inc. which is handlinl!' a!~
- -

r
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Hockey Crusaders To .Receive Education_

-financial
'

_,

arrangements for the
• Albuquerque Crusaders, said the
University of New Mexico, the
University. of Albuquerque,
Albuquerque Business College,
Southwest Business College, and
Albuquerque's Technical-Vocational institute have all indica ted
interest in enrolling prospective
students.

~lBUQ

RQU€

CRU~ DE:R~

ROGERS SAJD if any of the
athletes want to attend UNM, it
would have to be a "late en·
trance" or they would have to
wait until the seco11d semester
because the athletes will not
arrive in Albuquerque until Sep·
tember 10, and UNM classes
begin on August 25.
He said the University of
Albuquerque had reserved 20
'positions for the Fall semester in
the ease that prospective
Crusaders want to enroll there.
He said the reason for that number of reservations is to "assume
maximum availability" in case
many of the athletes decide they
want to apply there.
THERE WILL be 18 to 20
athletes on each team.
The coach-manager of the
. Crusaders, Robert Gernander,
said the
of the athletes

would come from Canada or the
Northern U.S., but that they
have had some applicants from
California. Rogers and Ger·
nander said they believe there
have been three applicants from
Albuquerque who played with
Albuquerque's Jr. Amateu.r
team, the Blazers.
_Qf local hockey talent, J uckes
said therp is "none", but the
league "wouldn't rule them out if
they can make it,". There have
been 1600 applicants so far for
the league.
· CHUCK
CL.ENDJNIN,
president of the Rocky Mountain
Amateur Hockey Association,
said that the Southwest Hockey
League, is "a good boost for kid's
programs and great for
Albuquerque." He said that "it
would benefit the program and
the people of Albuquerque to
have a local boy on the
Crusader's
team,"
but,
''American boys have a baseball
bat put in their hands at birth
while Canadian boys have a pair
of skates put into their h;mds.
Canadian boys have been skating
about six. more years than the
average American boy."
Gernander said one thing the
league hopes to do is "generate
more interest in hockey" in
Albuquerque and the southwest.
Also to generate in hockey,
UNM. is hoping to start an Ice
Hockey club and will prospose "a
scheduling of intramural ice
hockey competition during the
fall semester, 1975", as stated in
a letter to Rogers from Bill
DeGroot, head of Intramurals at
UNM.
"A student may go to UNM
because of its academic program,
but the club can help him
develop his talents in hockey,"
said Rogers. "I£ he's good
enough, he might be good enough
to make our league and develop
as a pro."
The number of teams in the
Southwest Hockey League is not
certain at this time, but Rogers
said there are "five teams cer·
tainly, six teams preferably, and·
seven or eight teams possibly" in
the league. There are three other
certain
teams
besides
Albuquerque, and these are Las
Vegas, Nevada; Reno, Nevada;
and Amarillo, Tex.as. The other
certain team and possible teams
will be named from the prospec·
tive franchises of El
Tex.as·

Portland, Oregon; Butte, Montana; and Spokarte, Washington.
THERE WILL be 72 games
played by ea-ch team, 36 home
and 36 away. There is also the
possibility
of
additional
e~Chibition games to be played
against International and college
teams. Rogers mentioned the
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ACROSS FROM
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
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Ice Hockey Interest to Increase
(Continued from page 1 0)

from October to April with
Albuquerque.'s first home game
being played in November in the
Crusaders' home base, the 11,000
seat Tingley Coliseum.

WE' FIE SO HARD TO FIND
WE'VE GOT TO BE GOOD

106 B Cornell S.E.
(rear Entrance)
268·2300.

ATTENDING A Crusader's
hockey game "would cost students less than a movie," said
Rogers. The cheapest seat is $1
for General Admission and the
most expensive is $3 for box.
seating..But there is a speciaj
package available to families and
students alike. This is the
"Coliseum Club Membership."
Up until the end of July, the first
1000 purchasers of the membership would be buying reserved seating to all 36 Crusader's
home games plus admission to
200 Public skating sessions in

We Deliver.
I

•

Sports Info.
-Head Named

M.OUNTAINS
-crnd.-

(across from Popejoy Hall)

"

Approxitely 300 youngsters, aged 10-15, have been participating in a ponent, a classroom leaming situation on such topics as safety, hygiene,
National Youth Sports Fitness Program at UNM for the past five weeks. The sex, cultural awareness, and nutrition. In the pictures above, NYSF in·
program is sponsored by the NCAA and is offered to inner-city youth who structor, Beverly Quinlan, helps Dwight Van Zandt position his bow and
are bussed to the University every weekday to learn and participate in fit· arrow, At right, yo11ng wom(;lh exercise by walking on their fannies. The
ness and sports skills. Besides archery, swimming, gymnastics, basketball
and other activities, the youngsters also participate in an educational com- · program ends next Friday.

Featuring
Pizza
·Sandwiches
Hot Italian
Heroes

i

RIVERS
I

2210

tral SE

268-4876
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Hours-11AM-1AM Sunday • Thursday
11AM·3AM
• saturday

\

•

Sleeping bags, Topo maps, tents, backpacks, boots,
cooking equipment, clothing- if you need it In the wilderness, Mountains & Rivers has it. (If you're Into making It
yourself, a_sk "bout our Plain Brown Wrapper,)

'R•II· U.S. Pat. Off, Am. D: Q, Corp,
· Cl 1!173 Am. D, Q, Corp.
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Get Away From It AU
Down The Alley
To A Taste of Italy
New York Style

University Dairy Quee~

~

''

Sundae dinner.
i:
'
I
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U.S. Olympic team,
Czechoslovakia, and Notre Dame
as interested competitors. He
said most games -would be
scheduled on weekends to avoid
co11flict with the athletes'
academic
schedules.
The
schedule of games would run
(Continued on
11)

Don M.cGuire, formerly an
a.ssistant sports information
director at UNM, has been
named Sports In formational
Director at UNM, replacing Eddie Groth who left the position in
late June.
McGuire had 'been working
with KRKE News before·
acquiring the SID. position last:
week. Prior to that, he was
working with ABC Television
Sports in New York as a Director
of Information and had the job of
promoting college football.
McGuire, 25, is a 1971
graduate of the University of
Oklahoma in Radio-TV Journalism, and a 1967 graduate of
Sandia High in Albuquerque.
The new Sports Information
Director becomes oficial on
August15.
Groth left his SID position of
10 years to become birector of
Information at New M.exico State·
·University. He received his
bachelors and masters. degree
from New Mexico Highlands
University in 1957 and 1961. He
had worked with many sports
publications before coming to
UNM.

Tingley Coliseum for $46,
THIS WOULD regularly cost
$322 if bought at individual
prices. After July, purchasers of
the membership would pay $69
for the 11ext 60 days, and then $92
until September 30. After September, there will be no more
bargain purchases.
The "Coliseum Club Membership" is also available to
families of up to five which even
gives one an even better bargain.

requiring athletes have "a neat
and gentlemanly manner'' and no
"long hair, etc." as stated in the
questionnaire is to inform applicants that ''there will be some
latitude in the league, but it will
not be a totally non-disciplinary
·league." He said ''before an
athlete signs a letter of intent, .it
must be decided if the league is
acceptable to him, and if he is ae·
ceptable tot he league.''

ROGERS. SAID the Southwest
Hockey League is "on a par with
the Central Hockey League or
the American or International
Hockey · Leagues, because the
players that participate will be
young and have proven their
abilities because of who they've
played with before."
He said the
es
of

10worthof
.
bicycle
$~~ accessories
with the purchase
ofaRAI.E/67N
RECORD or
GRAND PRIX

BIG

BELLS
CHAMBRAY

DENIM

$14.50

lobo
MENS

SHOP
2120 Central SE
243-6954

BICYCLE WORLD
Central S.E.
255-3777
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Cannot Support PIRG
(Continued from page 15)

rest of the tuition money goes? Or
the high prices 9t the SUB
cafeteria? Or of possible conflicts of
interest of the Regents? Or any
other campus problems?
Not only is the money for off·
campus use, but PIRG uses
Madison Avenue sucker-baiting
methods to get the month, They
say the money i~ refundable/ but
you must go to them to get it
back. What they're banking on is
you saying 11 0h, it's only two
dollars, not worth the trouble, let
them keep it.". So they get their

=--=:- -~~~..,..,._,\. .

money by default.
Consider that Hst: theJe is your
People laughed at Regent Simms name and number. Another list,
when he compared the funding another invasion of privacy,
plan to the youth groups of Nazi
Why is PJRG .so different from
Germany, Everybody thought that .
any
other campus organization. tha~
statement so outlandish they didn't
they must be funded differently?
really stop to consider it.
We have heard of their desire to
Consider this then: you go to the hire professional people to do their
PIRG refund desk and ask for your research. But since this resarch is
money back. Of course 1 they ask for off-campus projects, perhaps
for your name and social security they had better go. to off~campus
number 1 and put it on a list. Later, sources, then let ASUNM allocate
you have a problem and ask PIRG them student money .... since they
for help. They look at their list and call themselves a student
see you got your refund, and say organization
like any other
"Sorry, we can't help you."
group.

~~===~" "____)

"'.rhc Super Sonic Swing Wing Swin41e.'' a.
slldcshow about ~hu JH bomber, will be s.llown
free i<1lhe UNM Kiva thh! ~oming Tuesday at 7:30
p.m. The progr~m is spon~ored by the Campaign
to Stop the-D·l and Citizens f11r Humanltarl~n
Priorities.

• •

Tom Ring, a member of the National Moth~r
G11uncil of the Orth!>dox B~ha'i Faith will he guc$l
speaker for a Baha'I firesiM Tuesday 29 at. 8 p.m.
~~~ 1626 Corn~ II S.E.

.

.-

·-

J!Jan Cllacqn, presidrmt ot Stcclwork~rs SilO in
Bayard, NM, will show thu movie "Sllll or tbc Ear·
th" tomorrow at 7 p.m. ln Oeulos-r 122. 1:!11 will
discuss .his role in the ·Silver Clly $,trike, a
geMrliUO!lllgo. Free,

..

..

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

I.

Rates: lOc per word per day with
a $1.00 per day minimum
charge.
Terms: Payment must be made
in full prior to insertion of advertisement.
Deadline: Noon Wednesday prior
to publication.
Where: Marron Hallj Rm .132
orbymail
·
Classified Advertising
UNM P.0. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

1. PERSONALS
AGORA-peer counsoling-w.o don't have all the
nnswcrlil but maybe We can work out some
possllblo solutions, NW Corner Mesa V.istu . 277•
3013
7/24
MAGIC THEATRE will perform at The Reception
Center, 146 Quincy NE. Plnnor and Show- July
7/24
16th, Cor information 260·8222.
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You have
'1/31
friends who care at Ulrthright. 247·9819,
TilE TAROT is n mirror that reflects the self. Do
you see what you mean'l for u reading, .please dial
Scott- 34.4-4238.
7/24

3. SERVICES
ElXl>ERIENCED TYPlST M;~nscrlpts, papers,
7/31
tbcsls, etc. $.50 per pngo, 345·3288.
. TIJE REAl, ESTATE OFFICE for the area
around UNM Is University Realty, 266·9717. 8/20
NM EDITYPE: Editing/typing, ~·11st, accurate,
7/31
rcnso!il!blc. 266·456'1 nftet ·MO.
Pl\.SSJ>ORT, IDENTIFICATION photos. I,owcst
prices In townl Fast, pleasing. Near UNM. Call
2GS.2444orcometo 1717G!rarclBJvd Nm.
7}31
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST IBM selectric.
Guaranteed nccurac:y with rcasunablc rate!!. 2!18·
7147.
7/31

----·

----·----··------·---------

4. FORRENT
NICE I.ITTLE EFFICIENCY Apartment, six
blocks from UNM. $70/month Utilities paid. Quiet
Noighhborhood. Cllll 268·8480 or 242-1252. 7/24
TUE CITADEL APARTMENTS • 1\.n apartment
complex (or the young and the young at heart,
Rents stnrt at $135, Lnrgc swimming pool. EC·
ficicncics & l•hdrm available, furnished or Un·
furnished, Walking distance to UNM. 1520
University NE, 243·2494.
7/31
AVAlLADI,E AUGUST 1. Jlugh plush two·
bedroom lipnrtmcnt.q. Fireplace, spiral stairs,
enormous dos~ts. beautiful furnishings, curp~:ted
bnlconlcs, double insulated lor quietness, 3 blocks
west of campus, 1405 Gold SE, $215, utilities paid.
842·0925,
7/31
THE COLUMBIAN APARTMENTS 208·209
Columbia SE, Two swimming pool$, dishwash!lrs,
refrigerated air and security, Nicely furnished.
One b!Qek to ONM. One and two bedroom units.
$165 up. Call Tony 255-2685or Marilyn 266·4070.
7/31

5. FOltSALE
BICYCLES-Lowest prices and largest selection
of the finest European makes. RC·HALLETT'S
WORLP CHAMPION !BICYCLES, 2122 Coall'l
7/at
SE. 843-9318. Open tll9 p.m.
suburbanite tv set for sale, excellenl condition,
7/24
Please Call843·7490.0nly $40.

tbarg~.

•

A "Grqwcr's Mad<et'1 will be held this Satur·
d!ly. beginning at 8 ;t,.m .• in the parltlng lot or lhl.l
CiVi~ Auditorium. Fresh picked fr~Jts and
v~get,ables ~rl.l wekume.

•

•

"P?ell)'s .SP)Ute to Cuba.'' featuring speak!.'rs,
music, dr.~ma and film, will be held lhis Salllrday
ut. the maio branch of the Alb.uquerq\l~ Pu blie
Library, 9 ~.m.lo 5 p.m.

Covered

Wll7ago.n

Makers of·Hond Mode Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

THE BIKE 'SHOP
PRO SHOP

"T~£RLE'S AN AMUSING .
rf1LE LE6EMD
CcNMECTt:,D WITH 11-tAI.I''
LEGAl, SERVICES tlNM Law School Cllnicnl
Progrnm c1ffcrn legal sorvicca for st!ldcnts and
stntr. furnished by qt,mllficd law students undl!r
fuculty supervision. Avullnbllity limited to those
who~IJ psseLs and income do not e:>ecoccl
established guidelines. ,50 cent rogistration fee.
C111l 277·2913 or 277-3601 for in!ormntion lind liP·
polntmcnts, Sponsored by 1\.Ssoeiatod Student~ of
UNM
trn
GET'flNG MARRIED? Our low oV(lrhc;ul saves
you. money on inv!Lntlons, t~npkins, and wadding
photography. Crcallv!! Service~ Ltd. 299·7930,
7/31
Pi'IOTOGRAPl!Y. ENT!lUSIAS'f!S, ~tudcntsl
Custom black· and ·white processing printing,
Finu·grair1 or push processing of film. Contact
High qualitl'
sheets or custom proofs.
enlargements, mounting, et~. Advice, if asked,
Call265-2444 or como to 1717 GlrardBlvdNE,7/31
FAMOUS QUIVlRA BOOKSliOP and GallerY is
''' block from Johnscfl Gym on Cornell. Special or·
dersorvlcc.
7/31

C11d C<Jrmao, Navl!l!<l hisWrian, will .addr~ss
UNM's New Mexico histOry dl!s$ next Thursday.
July :n, at U:40 n.m. in :Mitchell Hull 101. ln·
tcrcsted persons 11re liwlLed to. 11'ttend without

Light Weight 10 Speed

n

El SLJ'}EPING 13AG brand new. never used. •
.2 1/J lbs goose down. flannel liner and stuff sack,
FQr more lnformatiof! call 266·1683 Mon·T.hur at·
7/24
l¢r 5:80pm.
HOUSEPLANTS CUEAPI3/$1,00. Coleus,
spnsiUve plnnts. Mor.c!. Saturday 9 am·l pm. 437
Kuntucky SE A·5.
7/24
1971 PATSUN 1200, 30 MP(l, good student car,
345·7690 after 6.
7/24
1963 RAMBLER CLASSIC. Good running con•
diUon, nice b!>dy. $400 Negotiable. Gall John Stein
266·7023,
,
7/24 .
PUPPIES, pure breed doberman pups for sale,
call 831-1254,
7/24
BOY, SELJ,, TRl\.PE
Cameras, photo and
darkroom cquipcment. Gunrunner, 3trl7 Central
7/31
NE,
125 Kl\. WASAKI 72 F·6; $200 or best offer. 250
Kawasaki7'S 1/2 F·11 Enduro only 3,200 miles, ox'Cellenicondllion, $695, 344·4238.
7/24
PHILCO COLOR TV Consolo. Gllod ccmdiUon,
$150. Call evenings 2M·284l.
7/24

Mizutani Racer

r;;:;;;:

6. EMPLOYMENT
PART TIME JOD. graduate students only. Af·
ternoons & evenings, Must he ;~blc to work Friday
& Saturday nights, Must bo 21)'ears old. Apply in
person, no phon11 calls please. Save Wny Liquor
Store, 57M l•omas NE.
7/31
STUPENT SPOUSE to work on Dally Lobo
production starr, Must be able to type at least 70
wpm. Hours next semester will be 8 p.m. to Mid·
night. SundaY through Thursday. Amount of time
remaining at UNM Wilt be a consideration (3 or
more years preferred). .For more informntion
como to Marron Hall, Room 132 between 8:00 and
4:30p.m.

8. MISCELLANEOUS
YMCA NEEDS VOLUNTEER. Leaders to advise
Youth and government and m.y groups. Will
provide training. Excellent leadership experience.
Call Dave Cason, at 265-6971 for more in·
7/31
formation,
WE HAVE NOTHING buLan idea. But. iC you are
creallve and competent and wnntto help starta
private high .scbool which is anthropologically
orieiilet:l and emphasizes c:ommunication 'and com·
pelencc. Send letter of introduction to P.O. lJox
506, Corrales, NM 87048,
·
7131
LIGHTWEIGHT BICYCLE: Gitanc super .corsc
full campy exept brakes (Universai'GS) Reynolds
531 framc:isew ups and 81llools. $350, 2.99·7182.
7/24

$95.99
Fully Assembled
and Warranteed
ePARTS
•ACCESSORIES
eREPAIRS

•
THE BIKE SHOP
BIKING IS FUN

605 Vale S.E.

842-9.100

Everything you
never 'Wlanted to

kno'1tV about UNM
Residenee Hillis*

* Btrt were afraid -to ask

r~

.i

.

I.·

'

•.

Discontinued styles and colors- 25% off their original price.

Sale ends July 31, or when we run out·of this special group.
3107 Eubank Blvd. N. E. On Scottsdale Village), Albuquerque

U .N .M. Residence !falls
Call, wt·fte, or drop by
!-lousing Reservations
La Posada 201
505: 277-2606

